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HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP  Images Usage Agreement 

 
I, ________________________ (name), represent ________________________ (company name)  
hereby acknowledge and agree that all HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP’s product images I received from HOSPECO 
BRANDS GROUP, either in a CD format or downloaded from HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP website 
(www.hospecobrands.com), or HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP’s  FTP, or in any other format, which contains 
images and text of the HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP logo, slogans, products and product descriptions, are 
proprietary properties and/or registered trademark(s) and/or trademark(s) wholly owned by HOSPECO 
BRANDS GROUP.  
 

I agree to use these HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP images and text in the company catalogs, brochures, flyers, 
website and other marketing media for the purpose of promoting, marketing and selling HOSPECO BRANDS 
GROUP products only, and not for any other purpose. Product images must be accompanied by HOSPECO 
BRANDS GROUP’s name and HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP’s product names and/or HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP’s 
product descriptions. I will not delete, alter, or obfuscate any proprietary legends relating to the images, and 
each use will be accompanied by the applicable proprietary attribution shown next to the Images.  
 

I also agree to not lend or share with any other company, entity, or individual these HOSPECO BRANDS 
GROUP images and text without the written permission from HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP. I shall not alter or 
modify the Images, in whole or in part, for any reason. When using HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP trademark 
Images, I agree to attribute ownership to HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP by including the following: 
“[trademark(s)] is/are registered trademark(s) or trademark(s) of HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP.  All rights 
reserved.”  
 
HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP is and shall remain the sole and exclusive owner of the images. I further agree to 
cease using HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP images immediately when I or the company no longer markets or sells 
HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP products, or when our company is no longer an authorized HOSPECO BRANDS 
GROUP dealer/distributor who purchases HOSPECO BRANDS GROUP products directly from HOSPECO 
BRANDS GROUP.  
 

Acknowledged and agreed to by:       

__________________________ 
Signature  

__________________________ 
Print Name  
 
__________________________ 
Title  
 
__________________________          
Company Name   
 
__________________________ 
Date 
 
      


